
Empowering growth, lifestyle & wellness.

P R O D U C T  B U L K  C A T A L O G U E



Our Purpose
We create aesthetically designed self help tools
that simplify life, empower self growth and
enhance well-being.



Price Chart

Quantity 

10 - 20 
20 - 50 
50 - 100
100 - 150
150 - 200
200 - 500
.>500

Discount

10% OFF MRP
15% OFF MRP 
20% OFF MRP
25% OFF MRP
30% OFF MRP
35% OFF MRP
40% OFF MRP

*exclusive of packaging and delivery cost



Services we offer
Branding
Special Packaging
Sourcing add ons
Corporate hampers
End to end logistics



SELF AWARENESS JOURNAL
A journal of 120 questions for
you to answer and know your
inner self deeper and better.



GRATITUDE LOG + LETTERS
A 365 day gratitude log plus 12
gratitude letters for you to write
to your loved ones. 



AFFIRMATION FLIP-UP
A flip-up with 100 positive
affirmations that will serve as
the best work desk accessory.



DAILY JOURNAL
A journal that will help to record
everyday things and boost your
whole well-being. 



EXPENSE TRACKER
A notepad of 60 pages to track
your daily expenses, and
categorise them into needs and
wants to reflect on your
spending habits.



MORNING-NIGHT
ROUTINE TRACKER
A notepad of 60 pages to track
your morning and night routine
habits. Track them for a year, and
set them up for consistency.



BRAIN DUMP JOURNAL
A journal to pen down and
analyse your thoughts and
ideas. It helps you organise your
thoughts in a systematic way
and pursue them further. 



SUCCESS & FAILURE CARDS
A pack of 50 cards for you to
reflect on your milestones &
downfalls, and be grateful for
the wins + learn lessons from
your lows. 



101 BUCKET LIST
An experience of making a
literal bucket list of 101 dreams
and tick them off eventually.



GOAL MIRROR STICKER
A sticker for your most visited
mirror/glass surface that allows
you to write your goals, every
week, It comes with a marker
for more utility.



MIND & BODY FITNESS
PLANNER
A two fold planner to keep a
record and track your health
related rituals. They focus on
both physical & mental health.
 



Packaging Options

White labeling
Branding on product available if MOQ is 1500

Branded Packaging
No MOQ needed but additional cost applied as per requirement. 
Available packaging options are cotton bags with logo, cotton draw
string pouch with logo,branded stickers for, branded corrugated
boxes etc

Add ons
Branded bookmarks, branded pens and other accesories



Testimonials

Karishma Mehta, Founder of
Humans of Bombay

I have been using their products for a year+ and
they've worked for me every time!

Shubhika Sharma, Founder of Papa
Don't Preach

It is such a thoughtful brand. Every product at
Humanhood is just so well researched and really
makes you tap into yourself.

Masoom Minawala Mehta, Fashion
Blogger and Entrepreneur

The Self Awareness Journal is lovely, thank you
so much.

Raj Shamani,  Entrepreneur and
Motivational Speaker

Good products, will start using them soon.



Corporate
Clients &
Partnerships



 

Connect With Us

Instagram

humanhood.official

Website

www.humanhood.co.in

Email

hello.humanhood@gmail.com

Phone

9930569699/9619524744

Looking forward to making a bigger impact, together!


